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Abstract 

 

The traffic flow microscopic modeling is basically important for the 

development of specific tools for understanding, simulating and controlling 

urban transportation systems. Car-following models have been developed to 

describe the dynamical characteristics of the moving vehicles. In this paper, 

we present a microscopic car following model based on the consideration of 

the driving behavior on a single-lane road. 

With this model, we propose an approach which permits to take into account 

the phenomenon of anticipation in driver behavior. A comparative study with 

the optimal velocity model is done. The proposed modeling approach is 

validated by simulation. 

The numerical simulation shows that the model can improve the 

representation of traffic flow. 
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1. Introduction 

The traffic flow modeling is today an important topic to understand perturbations in 

urban traffic flow. There exists many research for traffic flow modeling. Number of 

them concern the study of microscopic modeling. Car Following models are among 

the most suitable microscopic models to describe the movement of each vehicle [13]. 

Some cars following models were investigated in [4, 6, 11] to describe drivers 

behavior in traffic flow. These models are based in the fact that drivers always react to 

the stimuli generated by surrounding cars. It is shown that such a reaction occurs with 

a delay time   corresponding to the reaction time of drivers, and according to some 

sensitivity to stimulation. This behavior has been given in [5] and [6] and can be 

stated as: 

(1)SyimulusySensibilit=)+Reaction(t   

However, previous experimental studies and models on car-following behavior have 

some important limitations which make them inconsistent with real driving 

experiences [8]. 
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Since the model proposed by Pipes [7] was not improved until Bando et al proposed 

an optimal velocity model [1]. Then many authors have studied car-following models 

using various theories. The proposed optimal velocity model by Bando and al. [1] is 

one of the appropriate car-following models due to its particularity in describing 

numerous traffic flow properties such as instability, changes in traffic congestion and 

formation of stop-and-go waves [12]. In the optimal velocity model, acceleration of a 

follower car is determined according to a desired velocity, depending on the distance 

 between this car and its leader. This can be formulated by the following: 

      )2()( 111 tvtxVCta i
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Where   txV opt

i 1
 represents the desired velocity of the car 1i  at time t , C  is a 

sensitivity constant, )(1 tVi  is the velocity of the car 1i  at time t  and where we 

have set: 

  )()( 1 txtxtx ii   

with )(txi  and )(1 txi  representing respectively the position of the leader car and its 

follower. 

The driving strategy of the follower car is to maintain a safe velocity depending on 

the relative distance. One can noticed that the most used form of the term   txV opt

i 1
 

[11] is given by: 
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where g  is an appropriate given function that describes the traffic property. 

However, the optimal velocity models have difficulty to avoid collisions in urgent 

braking cases. This is mainly due to the fact that the phenomenon of anticipation is 

not explicitly taken into account. Inspired by the optimal velocity model, some car-

following models were developed to more realistically traffic. Many of them can 

reproduce complex actual traffic phenomena, but they cannot be used to study the 

influence of anticipation in driving behavior [10]. 

Here after, we present a car following model based on the control mechanism of the 

distance between a follower car and its leader in a closed loop feedback control 

system. With this model the phenomenon of anticipation are explicitly taken into 

account by the introduction of a differential function in the driving process. The 

problem encountered by the optimal velocity model to avoid collisions in urgent 

braking cases is solved. 

 

2. The proposed model 

Assume that we have given a car named i  which occupies a position ix  at time t  with 

a velocity )(tvi  and acceleration )(ta i . At the same time, we consider the follower 

car 1i  which occupies the position 1ix  with a velocity )(1 tvi  and acceleration 

)(1 tai . To represent the dynamical behavior of the follower at time dtt  , we 

assume that the acceleration of the follower is a function of the relative velocity and 
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the distance between this follower and its leader. Then, we can write 

)4()()(),()(()( 111 txtxtvtvfdtta iiiii    

where f  is a given function which characterizes this dynamic. According to [9], in 

real traffic, a follower driver adjusts his velocity, by considering as well as the space 

headway and the speed difference with his leader. The position difference plays an 

important role in the transition phase and the traffic congestion. So that, the action of 

the follower in term of control of his car at time dtt   is proportional to the distance 

between him and its leader. Thus this action can be formulated as 

  )5()()()( 1)1( txtxkt iiic    

where k  is a reaction parameter. 

The phenomenon of acceleration and deceleration can be properly represented by 

anticipating a slowdown or acceleration zone [3]. With this anticipation we can 

prevent the too fast advancing of cars. According to [10], a leader car can send its 

future velocity to the follower before changing its velocity, and thus the follower can 

obtain in advance future running state information of the leader to control his current 

acceleration for achieving the optimal state [2]. Based on these observations we 

introduce a position feedback control mechanism into the system and we substitute 

the reaction parameter k  with a Proportional-Differential (PD) term into the model. 

This offers a new dynamic relationship between )()1( tic   and the effective action 

)()1( tie  , represented by following equation. 

  )6()()()( 1)1(11()1( Tt
dt

d
TTtt icdicie     

where dT  is a response time. This clearly shows that for a given car, the velocity does 

not change instantly. For example, the transition from a zero velocity to a given ones 

is made progressively. For this velocity variation, the acceleration gradually changes 

from a maximum value to zero, where the velocity remains constant. This is related to 

the bounded nature of the acceleration. From these observations, we assume that the 

acceleration are related to the effective action by the following relation: 

    )7()(()( 1)1()1( ta
dt

d
t
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where   is a constant parameter and   a response time. From Equations 6 and 7 we 

finally deduce 
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Acceleration and deceleration are not symmetric problems and the acceleration 

response time is greater than the deceleration response time. Thus we define two 

response times 1 and 2  such as 21   . Hence, we have 
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in the case of the decelerating phase and 
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in the case of the accelerating phase. 

In this model, the acceleration depends not only on the relative distance and velocity 

but also on the information speed of the follower at time t. Jiang et al. (2001) and Xue 

(2002) found that the relative velocity plays an important role in the transition phase 

and the traffic congestion [13]. 

The equilibrium of the traffic occurs when followers and leaders have the same 

velocity c This gives 
eqii Vtvtv  )()(1

 for all i  and 0)(1  tai
. Thus, at the 

equilibrium, the equation 8 leads to the following equation: 
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From which, we deduce the following relation: 
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where 
eqS  is the equilibrium distance between cars at the equilibrium velocity 

eqV . 

To determine the parameter k  from equation (12) we use the fundamental diagram 

definition which represents the characteristics of a road section. This diagram 

provides the fundamental equilibrium relationship between traffic density and 

velocity. The equilibrium condition is given by the following equation: 

)13(
1

eq

eqS


  

where 
eq  is the equilibrium density. 

Considering a road section, using the definition of the fundamental diagram, we 

deduce the equilibrium relationship linking the speed 
eqV  to the density 

eq  that is 

)14()( eqeq fV 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Example of equilibrium relationship between speed and density. 
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The figure below gives an example of a linear relationship between speed and density. 

From the fundamental diagram (Figure 1) and equation 13, we can determine the 

equilibrium distance 
ieqS  that must separate a car i and its leader i−1, for a given 

equilibrium velocity 
ieqV  

)15()( ieqieq VfS   

This equilibrium relationship is used to determine the parameter k from equation 12. 

The calculated maximum speed should not be greater than that allowed at the fixed 

free maximum density maxl . To determine
ieqS , we shall use the fundamental diagram 

of Figure 1. 

For instance, the above example leads to the definition of the following relationship: 

 
max

min

1


S  : the minimum equilibrium distance between two cars, 

 
max

min

1

l

S


 : the minimum equilibrium distance for which cars run at full 

velocity. 

Then, we must have: 

)16()( maxmin SktSk c    

3. Numerical experimentation 

To test our car following model approach, we have considered a road section with a 

given length and parameters. In particular for all our numerical simulation a leader 

vehicle is considered at the speed of 40km/h and located at the position x = 50m at the 

time t = 0. the behavior of many follower cars are simulated. Figure 2 presents various 

car-followers positions in a space-time diagram while Figure 3 gives the velocity 

evolution of these car followers. 

From simulation results, one can see that velocities of car-followers increase when 

their distance between a leader is more and more greater. Also, it is seen that these 

velocities tend to be equal when car-followers positions are more and more closed to a 

leader ones. This corresponds to the equilibrium situation. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Car-followers positions from a car leader driving at the speed 40 Km/h 
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Figure 3: Flow of car-followers speeds of a car leader driving at the speed 40 

Km/h 

 

 

Figures 4 and 5 represent respectively, the position and velocity curves of cars in the 

case of several changes in velocity of the leader vehicle. Through these results, we 

can observe the same behavior as before. So for different variations of the velocity of 

the leading car, we have the presence of different equilibrium situations, separated by 

acceleration or deceleration phases corresponding to transitional phases observed in 

real traffic situations. 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Evolution of cars under disrupted traffic flow conditions 
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Figure 5: Velocity variation under disrupted traffic flow conditions 

 

 

Figure 6 highlights these situations with the representation of fundamental diagrams. 

Real diagram are represented in red and the fundamental diagram obtained from 

simulated results are represented in blue. On the left, we have shown the speed 

depending on the density and on the right we have represented the flow depending on 

the density. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Fondamental Diagrams 
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A comparative study with the Optimal Velocity Model (figures 7 and 8) shows that 

problems related to the difficulty of the optimal velocity model to avoid collisions 

under certain conditions are solved. 

 
 

Figure 7: Optimal Velocity Model vs Proposed Model: curves of position 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Optimal Velocity Model vs Proposed Model: curves of speed 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

Microscopic traffic flow modeling is increasingly used by traffic managers. These are 

effective tools for analyzing a wide variety of problems related to traffic conditions, 

but they can not be studied by analytical methods. 
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Numerical results confirm that this proposed approach can well describe car-followers 

models.From this approach this paper has contributed to the improvement of some 

existing car-followers models. 
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